
Motorola Razr 5G 
 

The new Motorola Razr 5G promises to be a completely new version of its last year's                
predecessor in terms of performance. Flippable phones are back into action, now as foldable              
phones, bringing back the nostalgia from the beginning of this century. Although this cell              
phone may have many benefits from technological advances throughout the years, such as             
an innovative design, high performance cameras and different options for screen display, it             
is also mainly because of its design that there are also some setbacks, like a small battery                 
and no room for an SD card for extra space for instance. Also, when talking about prices,                 
this one is really expensive. 
 

Pros Cons 

1. Compact design 
2. High quality pictures and videos 
3. Exterior screen display 

 

1. Battery  
2. No room for SD card 
3. Price 

 
The Razr’s original design is what caught the public’s attention at first glance. With a               

compact design, one can carry it in their pocket and not worry about it getting stolen so                 
easily and might even forget that the device is there, as it only weighs 192g. Besides that,                 
what the majority of people care about the most in a cell phone, is the quality of the camera.                   
Nowadays many people work with their own image -- the so called influencers and youtubers               
-- and having a good camera resolution is of utmost importance. With a 48 megapixel               
camera, the Motorola Razr 5G is an excellent choice if you’re looking for a good quality                
camera. Last but not least, perhaps one of its greatest improvements is the exterior screen               
display that can be used by some apps for a quick access, without having to flip open your                  
phone.  
 

Because of its small design, this device suffered some consequences regarding           
available space. The Razr 5G’s battey is only a 2800 ampere one (much lower when               
compared to other devices), so you’ll have to charge it more often. While this cell phone has                 
a huge internal storage space (256GB), it does not give the customer the option to put an                 
SD card to increase its storage, which might be a problem if you’re downloading many               
different apps or keeping a lot of files. Apart from all the advantages and disadvantages you                
look for when buying a new phone concerning its performance, the real tiebreaker is always               
the price, and this phone is not a really good option if you want to save some money, as its                    
launch price is about $1,400.  
 

Shopping for a new phone can be an arduous task, so it’s important that you always                
look for the best offer, so that you won’t have any regrets later. In regard to the new Motorola                   
Razr 5G, its design and camera quality are greatly appealing, but considering the small              
capacity battery as well as its high price for a device like this, it wouldn’t be a great deal to                    
spend money on this phone right now. 
 

 


